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RAT Stage3 

Let your imagination run riot with our versatile staging system.  

It is so easy to use that professionals and children alike can use it to design and build their 

own sets.  

With its considered design, incredible strength and lightweight portability Stage3 can be put 

together, taken apart and stored more quickly than any other staging system available today. 

 

Product code: 

1m x 1m complete with speedlocks on all sides – 103Q01 

2m x 1m complete with speedlocks on all sides – 103Q02 

2.44m x 1.22m complete with speedlocks on all sides – 103Q04 
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Specification 

Very Strong Corners 

The aluminium frame and diecast corners  

give it low weight and incredible strength. 

 

 

 

Flexible and adaptable                                                                             

Unlike other staging systems you can lock Stage3 

 tops together in almost any position,  

using a key operated from above the stage.  

No other staging system can do this.  

In addition to our standard metric and imperial sizes,  

we can make custom sized tops according to your exact 

 requirements. 

 

Speedlocks                                                                                                      

Platforms are easily locked together by turning a key  

which is inserted into the top of the stage.  

There is no more scrabbling around underneath it.  

Turning the key levels the platforms and pulls them  

together in one continuous movement.  

When not in use the locks retract out of harm’s way. 

 

Corner joints                                                                                                  

Most staging systems have mitred joints at their corners, 

creating dangerously sharp edges.  

Stage 3 has die-cast corners which are strong,  

rounded and user friendly 
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Handrails                                                                                   

The spring latches enable handrails to be fitted in  

seconds to any point around the outside of the stage. 

 Outboard handrails have integral chair stops. 

 

 

Legs 

Stage 3 platforms use round legs, which are rigidly  

locked into position by a flick of the integral quick  

action lever.  

The legs are the same size as standard scaffold tube 

 so if you need an odd length of leg, the material is  

commonly available.  

Optional – Top adjustable legs can be adjusted 20mm  

up or down from above the stage using the same key  

as for the Speedlocks. 

 

 

Accessories 

We supply a range of high-quality accessories to ensure our Stage3 system meets the precise 

needs of every musician. Our accessories include Handrails, Chair Stops, Ramp and Trolley. 

 

Facia Hanger 

The facia hanger locks to any point around  

the periphery of a platform, and provides a  

number of convenient holes with which your  

own facia or scenery can be attached to it. 

Product code: 115Q21 
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Ramp 

Ramp connectors enable any top to be made  

into a ramp, which can be connected to 

the stage at any point. 

Product code: 113Q21/22 

 

Skirt 

Skirts attach to the side of the staging system using 

hangers which lock into the T slot.  

When no skirting is required the hangers are removed 

so no unsightly Velcro remains. 

Product code: 108Q0200/1200 

 

Fixed Stair 

Stairs with fixed numbers of treads are ideal for users  

who regularly set the staging at one given height.  

The foot of the staircase is adjustable to different  

stage heights within a range.  

Handrails are available separately. 

Product code: 109Q21/29 

 

Modular Stair 

Single stair treads interlock to form a staircase of  

any height.  

The assembled staircase then clamps quickly to the  

edge of the platform, at any position around the periphery.  

Riser heights are individually adjustable so that every 

 riser in a flight can be set equal.  

When dismantled, individual steps interlock for  

compact storage.  Handrails are available separately. 

 

Product code: 109Q21-29 
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Leg To Edge Clamp 

The Leg To Edge Clamp locks a leg to the edge of a  

lower platform. It can be locked at any point around  

the edge of a platform, and is applied after  

the platforms have been arranged. 

Product code: 115Q22 

 

Leg Clamp 

Leg Clamps enable stages of unequal heights to be  

locked together.  

They should also be used to clamp legs together at  

their lower ends if the stage height is 1m or more. 

Product code: 115Q21 

 

Stage3 trolley 

To facilitate manoeuvring and storage in tight spaces, 

 the trolley holds up to 6 platforms in a near  

vertical position. 

 

Product code: 107Q21 

 

Castors 

Just remove the legs from a platform and replace them 

 with Castors to make a trolley which can  

support 14 more platforms. 

 

Product code: 107Q12 
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Chair Stop 

Spring latches enable chair stops to be fitted in  

seconds to any section around the edge of a stage. 

 

Product code: 112Q21 

 

Handrail 

The spring latches enable Handrails to be fitted in  

seconds to any point around the outside of the stage.  

Outboard Handrails have integral chair stops.  

Maximum horizontal load 40kg. 

Maximum horizontal load for standard handrail 

 ¦ 400N/m ¦ 400N/m ¦ 320N/m ¦ 

Product code: 104Q51 

 

 

 


